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Stuff Kids Should Know

2023-08-01

warning contents of this book are cooler than they appear from the masterminds responsible for the beloved award winning

podcast stuff you should know comes a gut busting and brain bursting nonfiction book for young readers you know the deal there

s language arts math science and history you have the color coded folders and notebooks you know the material the classic

subjects but why isn t there a stuff that knocks your socks off class or random facts to rock your world well luckily with stuff kids

should know an incomplete compendium of only the most interesting topics you will find fascinating stories and facts that will melt

your mind from demolition derbies to mr potato head to the history of facial hair this book is full of funny surprising information

that sparks curiosity and reveals the magic of knowledge for josh clark and chuck bryant the founders of the massively popular

podcast stuff you should know the everyday world can be extraordinary when you dig a little deeper into the whys and the hows

with plenty of clever insights silly illustrations and an array of topics this book digs deeper into stuff we all wish we knew more

about after all who thought a rock would be a good idea for a pet well let s find out

The Mammoth Book of Mindblowing SF

2009-07-30

many readers are attracted to science fiction for that singular moment when a story expands your imagination enabling you to see

something in a new light not all sf works this way this volume collects the very best of it that does with 25 of the finest examples

of mind expanding and awe inspiring science fiction the storylines range from a discovery on the moon that opens up vistas

across all time to a moment in which distances across the earth suddenly increase and people vanish these are tales to take you

from the other side of now to the very end of time from today s top name contributors including stephen baxter alastair reynolds

robert silverberg gregory benford and robert reed

Hunga Dunga

2008

giacco giordano is insane he has organic brain damage from too much lsd he s harmless but incurable the state awards him a

paltry stipend but enough to contribute to the communal coffers of hunga dunga and to pursue enlightenment on a grand scale

this is giacco s story about that brief but unforgettable time in our history when fl ower children were sure peace and love would

guide the planet it was only a matter of time or so they thought what happened giacco would like to remind you time is running

out hunga dunga is often holy often horny sometimes saintly sometimes sexually explicit from new york to los angeles lovelock to

woodstock tucson to prince george san francisco to twisp and an amazing journey around the world in search of the guru you are

in for some very strange rides if you are lucky you may just find the secret to god realization but make sure you are sitting under

a blanket this is damned good stuff superlative dialogue written with a comfort and assuredness that vacuumed me into that world

excellent amusing and poignant colonel retired u s army donald mcrae author of montana gold and conflict of interest polizatto

had given the world an amazing and accurate picture of that very special time in history he s woven such a sweet and beautiful

story in such a conversational manner that all the intellectual references gently drip like honey so that anyone can partake in the

feast lee balan author of exhumations and alien journal this book is defi nitely kerouacian in it s scope both on the human cast of

characters and what characters and geographical scale for those who have ears to hear hunga dunga is a reminder of some of

our deepest and hardest won truths randolph maxted publisher the intriguist literary and arts magazine phil polizatto attended a

very reputable university and graduated reputably he has been a feature writer for the overseas division of upi a copywriter for

cbs and an award winning corporate film producer he wrote the score lyrics and book for the musical pokin around and

immortalized the music of cowboy bob in the unforgettable cd cowboy bob the morbid years mr polizatto is a published poet and

a regular contributor to a popular arts and literary journal hunga dunga is his first novel he resides in the pacific northwest
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What Town Planners Do

2024-05-21

presenting the complexities of doing planning work with its moral and practical dilemmas this rich ethnographic study analyses

today s planning scene through the stories of four diverse working environments

The Philadelphia Reader

2006

a chronicle of the city through the eyes of its most famous citizens from the writers of philadelphia magazine

Can You Keep Your Faith in College?

2009-01-16

from dorm and greek life to dating and academia every piece of the college equation becomes a loaded opportunity for you and

your faith to thrive can you keep your faith in college will help guide you through the best years of your life you re not alone in the

struggle to maintain the faith you carried with you when you first set foot on campus packed with encouragement specifically for

these trying years can you keep your faith in college compiles experiences shared by students from more than fifty schools

across the nation and targets pertinent issues including the transition academics dorm life peer pressure extracurricular activities

sports greek life dating studying abroad racial relations and god s surprise encounters don t let your faith whittle away build it up

it s what defines you

The Scale of Things

2018-05-15

if the sun is the size of a grapefruit the earth is a grain of sand then the distance between the two is a london bus scale is

intriguing scale is everywhere scale is our experience of the world from our perception of time to physical distance to weights and

measures the human scale is 1 1 the point of reference everything is designed around it wealth is an example of scale so is a

sculpture a building a planet or a molecule scale is a universal and timeless subject the scale of things brings together facts and

figures in a visual way embracing popular science space economics politics geography nature technology and architecture in an

accessible and entertaining way fun and informative it will change the way you look at the world around you

Acceleration

2012-11-01

it s a hot summer and in the depths of the toronto transit authority s lost and found 17 year old duncan is cataloguing misplaced

belongings and between jacob the cranky old man who runs the place and the endless dusty boxes overflowing with stuff no one

will ever claim duncan has just about had enough then he finds a little leather book filled with the dark and dirty secrets of a

twisted mind a serial killer stalking his prey in the subway and duncan can t stop reading what would you do with a book like that

how far would you go to catch a madman a chilling thrilling read for fans of mysteries and suspense highlighted during world book

night 2014

The Angel, the Witch & the Warrior

2012-06-01

the angel the witch the warrior janine regan sinclair crystalki com thecrystalkifoundation com packed with information on many
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levels janine looks at the meaning of life karma science meditation angels soul retrieval permanent seed atoms healing chakras

spiritual laws tie cutting energy clearing life after death and much more in fact there is something in here for everyone from the

novice to the adept whether you are just interested in the meaning of life or whether you are a therapist or healing practitioner it

gives brief but concise explanations and exercises to help with your journey through these mortal planes and beyond it is perfect

for those with a short attention span it is meant as a taster to help you find the right path for you the information is an aid to self

development and spiritual attainment it enabled her to reach the higher levels of consciousness and to become enlightened the

tie cutting and space clearing exercises in this book will teach those working with energy how to clear themselves their home and

place of work and even distance clearing her 2nd book in the series saving the world from my bathtub is a fictional adaptation of

many of her astral journeys with archangel michael and healing sessions taken from her personal diaries janine regan sinclair is a

crystal ki specialist teacher astral consultant and clinical hypnotherapist based in the united kingdom a pioneer in her field she

developed her own healing system using diamond energy called crystal ki healing and the 21 day mind detox a revolutionary

mind body cleanse she has written many articles for magazines stressing the importance of self cleansing on an energetic level

and teaches self healing purification courses worldwide

Hippie Artifacts

2003

baby boomers this book is for you hippie artifacts are a potential goldmine today abundant undiscovered material still lies in attics

and basements from the 1965 to 1973 era many of these items are scarce today because they were made in limited quantities

and were not considered worth keeping this pictorial review of a counter culture demonstrates its significant impact on society

then and now 540 color photographs show thousands of items that reflect peace and love protest causes folk art psychedelic

images the crash pad flower power and the headshop as well as toys and novelties the specialized wardrobes literature and

especially music and entertainment of the hippie genre nostalgic for many and eye popping for all this collection will recall and

immortalize the far out progressive activist music happenings and underground movie and coffee houses of the time children of

baby boomers will look at this book and howl old hippie current market values are in the captions

Aching Joys

2022-12-24

sanjay is riddled with repressed memories of his childhood he undergoes vexatious boyhood days with an equally frustrating and

annoying school life he is immensely attached to his granny the human being who loves him the most and vibha the only other

person with whom he shares a deep rooted companionship he falls prey to emotional manifestations and his tiny world filled with

precarious elements pose an inevitable threat to his survival he almost ceases to exist if not for the vibrant presence of these two

pivotal people in his life but then joyce his best friend retrieves him out of his dilemma molds him to be strong and determined

and transforms him forever an irresistible gripping tale set in the 1970 and 80s india that will take you on a trip back in time and

relive the era

Sandcastle Inn (A Hope Harbor Novel Book #10)

2024-04-02

vienna price never intended to return for more than a passing visit to oregon and all the bad memories she d left behind but when

your career tanks home is where you go to nurse your wounds and chart a new course only temporarily of course because as

much as she loves her quirky mom anything more than a short stay would drive them both crazy a trip to oregon isn t in matt

quinn s plans either until a perfectly timed appeal for help arrives from his sister what better place to decompress after a

shattering loss than a quiet seaside town named hope harbor but r r isn t on the agenda when he arrives to find his sister s new

enterprise on life support vienna however may have just the skills needed to resuscitate the foundering b b if matt can convince

her to hang around long enough to mend an inn and his heart
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Somebody Told Me

2024-05-09

shocking timely and as you d expect from danny wallace very funny adam kay thrilling thought provoking funny and wise danny

has an incredible knack for taking the bizarre fringes and rabbit holes of humanity and making them compulsively laugh out loud

readable danny robins journalist presenter of uncanny and writer of 2 22 a ghost story danny wallace lightens this dark topic

about lies and propaganda with his trademark humour and gets the balance just right bbc books to read in 2024 have you been

keeping your eye on your grandma lately have you been calling her enough you sure she s not spending too much time on

youtube is she talking fondly of dictators has she suddenly started quietly muttering in the aldi queue about the jewish space

lasers she s heard are setting wildfires around the world to make sure everyone believes in climate change when was the

moment the world began to believe anything danny wallace million copy bestselling author of yes man and join me has fallen

down the modern rabbit hole of lies conspiracies and disinformation along the way he encounters families torn apart by

accusations and fake news journalists putting themselves on the frontline of the disinformation war reformed conspiracy theorists

influencers who see profit in stoking paranoia and the shadowy nameless faceless trolls on the other side of our screens he

discovers how disinformation and well told lies can ruin a year or a whole life how they can affect our family our street our

community how they can spread across a country a continent even the world how they take hold of our imaginations and make

us feel both helpless and powerful and danny asks can you do anything to stop it even with the truth on your side

What’S in It for Me? Says the Lord

2011-08-05

passionately seeking the lord and hearing his voice through his word stirs up the ancient of days for true believers in jesus christ

who are desiring to find fresh revelation can find it in this book god is always willing to reason talk with us as isaiah found out in

isaiah 1 18 come now and let us reason together says the lord when we learn to open all lines of communication with god s spirit

we find he has much to say with a lot on his mind the mind of the spirit the holy spirit asked me the question printed on the cover

what s in it for me says the lord as time permitted he revealed the answer in unique and unusual ways in ways that i was least

expecting you will be surprised at the exploding passion and love god has for his people the church to uncover the answer to the

question posed to me by the holy spirit you will have to read the revelation for yourself

The Huge Book of Amazing Facts and Interesting Stuff 2023

2023-03-09

be more interesting already in its seventh edition jenny kellett brings you her bestselling huge book of amazing facts updated for

2023 chock full of incredible curious and mind blowing facts you ll be able to impress your friends or simply improve your

knowledge with over 800 of only the very best hand picked trivia facts the facts are divided into categories for easy reference

whether you re into sports history science or something a little bit bizarre there are hundreds of amazing facts for you did you

know the word quarantine comes from quarantena meaning 40 days in old venetian during the black plague the venetians

imposed a 40 day ban on arrivals into the city mountain dew was once a slang term for moonshine homemade whiskey in the

south of the us and parts of the uk neil armstrong and his apollo 11 colleagues had to go through us customs when they landed

back on earth from the moon the time difference between the stegosaurus and tyrannosaurus rex is greater than the time

difference between tyrannosaurus rex and the first humans in ancient egypt pharaohs would smear their servants with honey so

that they would attract the flies discover these amazing facts and hundreds more in the huge book of amazing facts and

interesting stuff 2023 it s the ideal gift for children 12 and adults give the gift of knowledge with the internet s most up to date fact

book
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Teenage Horror A-Go-Go

2008-08-11

hold on to your guts and go go boots because now you can take a trip back to those 1960 s drive in movies and join the

burgeoning youth culture and its experimentation with lsd psychedelia and the way out sounds attributed to it read as the teenage

swinging set are hideously murdered by some unknown beast sending the town into a frenzied panic could tick johnson s

disturbed pal joey with his mind bending powers of esp be responsible when tick s girlfriend disappears tick has no choice but to

find the answers fasten your seatbelt for a non stop ride of psychedelic acid trips esp go go chicks nudity sixties garage rock

spooky graveyards and enough blood n guts to fill a 10 gallon vat what are you waiting for read this screenplay and wallow in the

depravity that is known as teenage horror a go go when you open this book the gore will literally drop out onto your lap you ve

been warned

Archenemies

2018-11-06

the renegades trilogy continues in this fiercely awaited second installment after the new york times bestselling renegades by

marissa meyer author of the lunar chronicles now a new york times bestseller time is running out together they can save the

world but they each other s worst nightmare nova s double life is about to get a lot more complicated as insomnia she is a full

fledged member of the renegades a syndicate of powerful and beloved superheroes she works with adrian s patrol unit to protect

the weak and maintain order in gatlon city as nightmare she is an anarchist a group of of villains who are determined to destroy

the renegades nova wants vengeance against the so called heroes who once failed her when she needed them most but as nova

her feelings for adrian are deepening despite the fact that he is the son of her sworn enemies and unbeknownst to nova he has

some dangerous secrets of his own in this second installment of the renegades trilogy nova adrian and the rest of their crew ruby

oscar and danna are faced with escalating crime in gatlon city while covert weapons and conflicting missions have nova and

adrian questioning not only their beliefs about justice but also the feelings they have for each other the line between good and

evil has been blurred but what s clear to them both is that too much power could mean the end of their city and the world as they

know it

Becoming a Growth Mindset School

2018-03-23

becoming a growth mindset school explores the theories which underpin a growth mindset ethos and lays out how to embed them

into the culture of a school it offers step by step guidance for school leaders to help build an approach to teaching and learning

that will encourage children to embrace challenge persist in the face of setback and see effort as the path to mastery the book isn

t about quick fixes or miracle cures but an evidence based transformation of the way we think and talk about teaching leading

and learning drawing upon his own extensive experience and underpinned by the groundbreaking scholarship of carol dweck

angela duckworth and others chris hildrew navigates the difficulties practicalities and opportunities presented by implementing a

growth mindset such as forming a growth mindset curriculum launching a growth mindset with staff marking assessing and giving

feedback with a growth mindset growth mindset misconceptions and potential mistakes family involvement with a growth mindset

innovatively and accessibly written this thoroughly researched guide shows how a growth mindset ethos benefits the whole school

community from its students and teachers to parents and governors becoming a growth mindset school will be of invaluable use

to all educational leaders and practitioners

Mind Blowing Decisions

2002-09
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it all began in 1989 two years after phyllis graduated high school her family was going through so much heartache and betrayal

the man she hoped to marry had gone off to college in chicago leaving her to fall into the arms of robert upshaw robert offers her

the security and peacefulness that she didn t seem to be getting at home her marriage to robert took a turn for the worst when

tragedy struck and changed his whole world meanwhile her neglected seventeen year old niece falls into the arms of robert s

friend sonny causing another of many family uproars in this heart wrenching drama set in the imaginary town of jonesburgh texas

The Genghis Khan Project

2018-05-08

back in 1968 the agency realized something drastic had to be done to save mankind from itself while other agencies and

governments throughout the world refused to see into the disastrous future the very same future we all face today the agency

realized the only chance of survival rested on the formation and success of the genghis khan project which all depended on the

sexual prowess of one young man not just any young man but what turned out to be the worldÕs smartest man a man who

became not only the foundation of the project but fundamentally the agency itself with the type of unmatched power that could not

only control and shape countries and continents but life itself the fate of mankind will be decided by just one man and this one

man alone brian taylor has the fate and destiny of us all under his control and very existence

Nostalgia Is Heartless

2021-10-26

earth 2050 pregnant unemployed and living back home with her father climate scientist quinn buyers wonders how she got to this

point in her life her famous scientist mother is mysteriously missing the planet is at risk from a massive solar storm the

transhumans want to take a colony to titan and her assisted living companion a robotic meerkat is showing clear signs of anxiety

and depression but her biggest challenge is her partner how can she reconcile her long distance relationship with this reserved

enigmatic cyborg the sequel to sarah lahey s debut novel and the second book in the heartless series nostalgia is heartless

delves into the world of near future exploring a society on the brink of climate catastrophe this time quinn s adventures take her

across the globe to antarctica where it rains all day every day readers will delight in following quinn s journey as she races to

save her family her planet and hopefully her love life

Monkey Tales and Other Short Stories

2022-07-20

monkey tales and other short stories is a collection of 14 short stories based on the author s life growing up in east africa his

global travels experiences working in canada and abroad and more hirji deftly blurs the boundaries between memoir and fiction

creating vivid characters such as aziz who stars prominently in many stories along with nefarious biker and monkey gangs a

gruesome toilet cleaner a beautiful haunted spirit endearing old women sexy girlfriends nudes and others who leap off the pages

in their largesse stories come to life with hirji s vivid prose you can practically smell the puri bubbling in oil and feel the victim s

terror when he takes on an unlikely intruder in a riotous showdown although monkey tales teases out humour and suspense in its

stories there s plenty of poignancy in the collection too whether facing financial hardship or racial bias the characters demonstrate

resilience and good nature as they struggle for survival between both humankind and the animal kingdom this book is registered

with the us copyright office

Generation Ecstasy

2013-06-19

traces the continuum of hardcore that runs from the most machinized forms of house music through british and european rave

styles like bleep and bass breakbeat house belgian hardcore jungle gabba speed garage and big beat
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How to Kill a Rock Star

2005-09-01

funny tender edgy i wanted the love story to go on forever joan johnston bestselling author of no longer a stranger written in the

wonderfully honest edgy and hilarious voice she perfected in god shaped hole tiffanie debartolo shines in a passionate new story

of music love and sacrifice eliza caelum a young music journalist is finally getting her footing in new york when she meets paul

hudson a talented songwriter and lead singer of the band bananafish they soon realize they share more than a reverence for rock

music and plunge headlong into love when bananafish is signed by a big corporate label and paul is on his way to becoming a

major rock star eliza s past forces her to make a heartbreaking decision that might be the key to paul s sudden disappearance a

layered and emotional look into the world of music this raw summer read will resonate with readers who loved daisy jones the six

by taylor jenkins reid praise for tiffanie debartolo s god shaped hole from highs to heartbreak debartolo conjures an affair to

remember people honest raw and engaging booklist this generation s love story kirkus reviews

Punches & Prayers

2018-11-07

punches and prayers is a colorful memoir of a tired worn amateur boxer from the gulf coast who amidst stepping foot in nearly

every state in america ended up establishing a career falling in love and finally embracing jesus in the greatest city in the world

the ten commandments of a boxing gym 1 honor thy coach do not curse at disobey disrespect aggravate back talk slap box with

or shadow box with the trainer 2 never forget your mouthpiece always be ready to box 3 put your stuff up do not leave wraps

gloves shoes mouthpiece cups headgear or anything else on the floor for someone else to pick up do it yourself 4 no profane

outbursts nobody cares how you feel keep it to yourself 5 compose yourself as a champion at all times no lying on the floor

hugging the heavy bags running around the gym or pursuing any other end which does not constitute the means of becoming a

champion 6 no food in the boxing ring the boxing ring is for fighting not eating 7 do not offer unsolicited advice to another trainer

s fighter ask the trainer if it is okay to speak with his her fighter beforehand 8 know the difference between sparring and fighting

sparring looking to improve fighting going in for the kill 9 be mindful of your surroundings do not jump rope by the bags refrain

from doing floor exercises where people are working leave the ring if fighters need to spar 10 follow gym etiquette change clothes

in the dressing room place wet gear where it belongs do not encroach into someone s space report broken downed bags or

accessories no fighting sparring outside of the ring

Empowered by Data

2020-10-06

learn to build an analytics community in your organization from scratch how to build a data community shows readers how to

create analytics and data communities within their organizations celebrated author eva murray relies on intuitive and practical

advice structured as step by step guidance to demonstrate the creation of new data communities how to build a data community

uses concrete insights gleaned from real world case studies to describe in full detail all the critical components of a data

community readers will discover what analytics communities are and what they look like why data driven organizations need

analytics communities how selected businesses and nonprofits have applied these concepts successfully and what their journey

to a data driven culture looked like how they can establish their own communities and what they can do to ensure their

community grows and flourishes perfect for analytics professionals who are responsible for making policy level decisions about

data in their firms the book is also a must have for data practitioners and consultants who wish to make positive changes in the

organizations with which they work
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Alien Interview - Readers Edition

2010-04-07

the readers edition is a simplified version of the book alien interview it does not include footnotes index or table of contents only

the letters personal notes and copies of top secret government interview transcripts from roswell n m the interviews were

conducted with the pilot of a crashed ufo at the us army air force base in july and august of 1947 under government direction by

flight nurse matilda o donnell macelroy deceased

The Making of a Generalist

2024-01-22

frustrated with our polarized culture take this incredibly fun ride through the life of modern day renaissance man vikram

mansharamani to appreciate a simple solution open minded generalist thinking this book is an enjoyable read that lays out a

viable path to move beyond today s identity driven label dominated world christopher t sununu governor state of new hampshire

as a modern day indiana jones vikram braves the wilds of today s uncertain world with remarkable tenacity and a devout

commitment to identifying opportunities within risks the generalist approach he models can help each of us create a better future

for ourselves our families and quite possibly our country david tice president paul revere films step into the fascinating world of

vikram mansharamani where the power of independent thinking takes center stage vikram s remarkable journey has taken him

from humble beginnings to being one of the most sought after independent thinkers of our time in business politics and strategic

decision making filled with insights that show readers how to think and act for themselves the making of a generalist reveals how

vikram learned to navigate uncertainty from a young age as the son of two working class immigrants who moved to rural new

jersey vikram balanced demanding academics while pumping gas at his dad s garage his parents modeled a powerful migrant

mindset that shaped his worldview and taught him the importance of open mindedness and the value of education in school his

unbridled curiosity opened doors to an ivy league education a phd from mit and faculty appointments at yale and harvard nothing

about vikram s journey to the top was linear or easy as a generalist in a world of specialists he often watched his ideas get

dismissed by experts brimming with overconfident certainty but vikram resisted the herd embraced multi dimensional thinking and

regularly spotted what experts missed vikram s life shows how anyone can find unconventional success through an intentional

focus on breadth over depth the lynchpin to being an effective generalist written with heart warming candor the making of a

generalist empowers readers to embrace challenges and view uncertainty as a gift of opportunity

Shadow Figure: Part 1. Earth Extinction

2012

when zoe read decides that having sex in the local woodlands was a good idea to lift her relationships ailing sex life little did she

realise that she was being watched this watcher though was no ordinary voyeur the shadow figure she sees while having her fun

is going to change her life beyond her wildest dreams the shadow figure a dark malevolent featureless outline of a human has

been tracking her waiting and timing the arrival to this very moment in zoe s life the future is coming a future that has set the

earth as zoe knows it on its extinction day many things have been going wrong with society many things that the others believe

they can change for the better of humanity but not humanity for the good of all a humanity that is set to realign a path that has

now been broken john oaks has discovered a signal from a rogue satellite his life is one of paranormal investigations and so far

he has found nothing more interesting that a plume of smoke he believes is a visitation from another world the signal he had

discovered will be way beyond his comprehension as his investigation takes on a new level of understanding as the military takes

over what he thought was something he had control over sergeant and a professor sam steel is head of the investigation team for

the military as john soon discovers when he is kidnapped their connections are strong and they somehow know each other but

not of this timeline a timeline they know they must have been linked together somehow with a new understanding and the

seriousness of what he learns his life also spirals out of this world to become another cog in the machine of the universe a portal

so advanced becomes his nemesis and his best friend as the team he has now assigned to discover how far the others will go to
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retain the path the earth is set to follow some things in life are meant to be discovered other things well knowing when to walk

away is not so easy when you are a human of form with timelines interfering with the earth s destiny and the others racing to

undo all that has been set in motion an earth end date is looming and a race begins to save the planet and the billions of lives

that are set to be destroyed in this science fiction thriller

Education and Its Discontents

2017-10-03

education and its discontents teaching the humanities and the importance of a liberal education in the age of mass information by

mark moss is an exploration of how the traditional educational environment particularly in the post secondary world is changing as

a consequence of the influx of new technology students come to the classroom or lecture hall expecting to have their habits and

tastes gleaned from the online world replicated in an educational environment faculty who do not adapt face enormous obstacles

and faculty that do adapt run the risk of eroding the integrity of what they have been trained to teach students now have access

to myriad of technologies that instead of supplementing the educational process have actually taken it over issues that run from

plagiarism to the erosion of the humanities are now rampant concerns in the post secondary world behavior issues youtube

videos cell phones and the incessant clicking of the computer keys are just a few of the technologies altering the educational

landscape moss discusses that it is now not only how we learn but what we continue to teach and how that enormously important

legacy is protected education and its discontents teaching the humanities and the importance of a liberal education in the age of

mass information by mark moss argues that education has changed and the supremacy of the book and the lecture is now open

for debate what has been gained over the last five hundred years is now susceptible to the vagaries of technology which compel

us to question their continuing relevance

Church of the Small Things

2019-08-13

is my ordinary everyday life actually significant is it okay to be fulfilled by the simple acts of raising kids working in an office and

cooking chicken for dinner it s been said life is not measured by the number of breaths we take but by the number of moments

that take our breath away the pressure of that can be staggering as we spend our days looking for that big thing that promises to

take our breath away meanwhile we lose sight of the small significance of fully living with every breath we take melanie shankle

new york times bestselling author and writer at the big mama blog tackles these questions head on in her fourth book church of

the small things easygoing and relatable she speaks directly to the heart of women of all ages who are longing to find

significance and meaning in the normal sometimes mundane world of driving carpool to soccer practice attending class on their

college campus cooking meals for their family or taking care of a sick loved one the million little pieces that make a life aren t

necessarily glamorous or far reaching but god uses some of the smallest most ordinary acts of faithfulness and sometimes they

look a whole lot like packing lunch through humorous stories told in her signature style full of frito pie best friends the love of her

me ma and pa pa the unexpected grace that comes when we quit trying to measure up and a little of the best tv has to offer

melanie helps women embrace what it means to live a simple yet incredibly meaningful life and how to find all the beauty and

laughter that lies right beneath the surface of every moment

Ensemble

2022-02-21

this definitive history brings chicago s celebrated theater and comedy scenes to life with stories from some of its biggest stars

spanning sixty five years chicago is a bona fide theater town bursting with vitality that thrills local fans and produces generation

after generation of world renowned actors directors playwrights and designers now mark larson shares the rich theatrical history

of chicago through first person accounts from the people who made it drawing from more than three hundred interviews larson

weaves a narrative that expresses the spirit of chicago s ensemble ethos the voices of celebrities such as julia louis dreyfus ed
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asner george wendt michael shannon and tracy letts comingle with stories from designers composers and others who have

played a crucial role in making chicago theater so powerful influential and unique among many other topics this book explores the

early days of the fabled compass players and the legendary second city in the 50s and 60s the rise of acclaimed ensembles like

steppenwolf in the 70s the explosion of storefront and neighborhood companies in the 80s and the enduring global influence of

the city as the center of improv training and performance

Artificial Intelligence of Things in Smart Environments

2017-11-16

this book focuses on the use of ai ml based techniques to solve issues related to iot based environments as well as their

applications it addresses among others signal detection channel modeling resource optimization routing protocol design transport

layer optimization user application behavior prediction software defined networking congestion control communication network

optimization security and anomaly detection

The Order of Things

2018-02-06

from the private first class who knows his place above a private but below a lance corporal to the classification of the natural

world species genus family order we introduce hierarchies pecking orders and ranks to every aspect of our lives from society and

religion to leisure and the law establishing priorities and bringing order to our world this miscellany of the various hierarchies that

govern our existence ranges from the prosaically earthbound in the form of roads and freeways to the esoterically celestial in the

form of angels seraphim cherubims archangels and so on who is more senior in a chinese triad a white paper fan or a red pole

what trumps a straight flush in poker how many ranks are there between a detective and a colonel in the american police what s

the next step up from the court of appeal what is a royal peculiar and where does it stand in the hierarchy of the british church

which sea states lie between calm and phenomenal in a roman legion how many men made up a cohort and how many cohorts a

legion what is the hierarchy in the us government knowing where something or someone stands in the order of things helps us

quite literally to put it into context

Not God Enough

2020-12-16

pastor and author j d greear reveals that the secret to a robust passionate faith isn t getting all the right answers about god but

seeing god as the awesome glorious and infinite presence that he is we like god small we prefer a god who is safe domesticated

who thinks like we think likes what we like and whom we can manage predict and control a small god is convenient practical

manageable for us thinking of god as so infinitely greater and wiser than we are and who would cause us to tremble in his

presence is a leftover relic from an oppressive archaic view of religion but what if this small version of god we ve created is

holding us back from the greatest experience of our lives from genuine confident world transforming faith in not god enough j d

reveals how to discover a god who is big enough to handle your questions doubts and fears is not silent is worthy of worship

wants to take you from boring to bold in your faith has a purpose and mission for you on earth is pursuing you right now the truth

god is big bigger than big bigger than all the words we use to say big only a god of infinite power wisdom and majesty can

answer our deepest questions and meet our deepest longings god is not just a slightly better slightly smarter version of you god

is infinite and glorious and an encounter with him won t just change the way you think about your faith it ll change your entire life

Internet of Things in Business Transformation

2024-03-07

the objective of this book is to teach what iot is how it works and how it can be successfully utilized in business this book helps to
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develop and implement a powerful iot strategy for business transformation as well as project execution digital change business

creation change and upgrades in the ways and manners in which we work live and engage with our clients and customers are all

enveloped by the internet of things which is now named industry 5 0 or industrial internet of things the sheer number of iot a

billion demonstrates the advent of an advanced business society led by sustainable robotics and business intelligence this book

will be an indispensable asset in helping businesses to understand the new technology and thrive

Things I Wish I’d Known

2016-08-01

queen of the mothering hack emily norris delivers ingenious ideas to make life a little bit easier giovanna fletcher bestselling

author and podcaster genius hacks to save time and bring a little more joy anna mathur psychotherapist and bestselling author

packed with tips and ideas that make mum life just a little easier harriet shearsmith tobyandroo i became obsessed with mum

hacks when a friend showed me a game changing tip during my baby days that baby vests can be pulled down not up in the

event of an explosive poo i couldn t believe i had been a mum for so long and not known things i wish i d known will bring you

hundreds of quick and clever solutions just like this all to make the parenting juggle easier you ll find my favourite hacks and

habits as well as dozens of new ones all designed to give your day to day a lift from cleaning hacks that leave your home

sparkling in no time laundry tricks that save you money and simple tweaks to night time routines which transform everyone s

sleep i ll show you how to hack every aspect of home life so you feel less stress and more joy emily x

The Best Things in Life are Free

2006-09

the best things in life are free is packed full of money saving tips for the global traveller from parks museums and exercise

classes that are free to insider ideas on food and experiences offered at great value this book features over 60 major cities

around the world and promises to help anyone on a budget to make the most of their trip

1115 Self-help Activators to Heal When Things Go Wrong

the miracle in this book nicholas presents you a practical unique subliminal very simple detailed method of how to heal when

things go wrong you will feel the effects immediately and the results will appear very quickly so it was in my case you will not

achieve fulfillment and happiness until you become the architect of your own reality imagine that with a few moments each day

you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life and well being through this unique

subliminal method combined with positive affirmations the order of words is extremely important for every book written by nicholas

these are arranged to be traversed in a certain way so as to eliminate certain blockages in the human being blockages that are

bringing disease or failure on various plans you don t need a big chunk of your time or expensive programs everything is

extremely simple health money prosperity abundance safety stability sociability charisma sexual vitality erotic attraction will

optimism perseverance self confidence tenacity courage love loving relationships self control self esteem enthusiasm refinement

intuition detachment intelligence mental calm power of concentration exceptional memory aspiration transcendence wisdom

compassion you have the ability to unlock your full inner potential and achieve your ultimate goals this is the age old secret of the

financial elite world class scholars and olympic champions for example when you watch the olympics you ll find one consistency

in all of the champions each one closes their eyes for a moment and clearly affirms visualizes themselves completing the event

flawlessly just before starting then they win gold medals and become champions that s merely one example of how the real

power of mind can elevate you above any of life s challenges by reading this book you will feel totally that life deserves to be

lived and enjoyed every moment and that everything that you propose for yourself becomes easy for you to fulfill nicholas will

guide you to touch your longed for dream and will make you see life from a new perspective full of freshness and success this

book helps you step by step in a natural way in just 3 minutes a day to change your misguided way of thinking and to heal when

things go wrong note for good nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can even if is a hard work behind this project a
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significant portion of the earnings from the sale of the book are used for these purposes for charity volunteer projects nature

restoration and other inspired ideas to do good where it is needed if you can not afford to buy the book please contact nicholas

and he will give you a free copy you also have a bonus in the pages of the book that makes you live your success by doing a

seemingly trivial thing you will feel the difference yes the miracle is possible get your copy now

Impact - Now (I Must Put Away Childish Things - No Other Way)

with 1 corinthians 13 11 as a starting point this book establishes a standard process within a biblical context for helping the

transition from youth to adulthood it is especially designed to help parents and young men who are struggling and need to see

and face the reality of growing up it encourages young men to step up put away childish things take responsibility for their lives

and understand god s definition of manhood
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